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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
The 2001 Underqraduate Commencement Ceremony Is 
dedicated to the memory of Columbia College Chlcaqo's 
Columbia College Chicago Is deeply saddened to bid rarewell to President Emeritus 
Mike Alexandrort, whose leadership and vision has guided and Inspired the College for more 
than forty years. 
Columbia's survival was a speculative prospect when Mr. Alexandroff became president In 
1963, an event that coincided with the beginning of a decade ol political and soclal turbu· 
lence. Students were disenchanted with the rigid academic structure of most traditional 
colleges and universities, and under his leadership Columbia offered something different: 
an alfordable, Imaginative liberal education, and a policy of extending college opportunity 
to all. Under Mr. Alexandroll, Columbia enjoyed unique and dramatic growth In size, breadth 
ol programs, and reputation. Today, the more than 9,000 students enrolled at Columbia 
attend an Institution that has remained grounded In the original mission authored by 
Mr. Alexandroff himself: a mission that In theory and in practice strives to extend educa-
tional opportunity to all who wish to learn; to educate students to do expertly the work 
that they choose; to provide a comprehensive education in the arts, communication, and 
public inlormatlon within a context ol enlightened liberal education; and to help students 
discover their own voices. respect their individuality, and to author the culture of their 
times. 
Mike Alexandroll's contributions to higher education and to Chicago extended beyond his 
monumental role at Columbia. A native of the South Side, he held a unique affection for 
and a wealth of knowledge about Chicago. He was the Chair of the Association or Urban 
Universities and or the Chicago Metropolitan Higher Education Council. He was the 
president of the Grant Park Cultural and Education Community, an executive member of 
the federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and Universities, and a member of the advi· 
sory commission of the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs. He was recognized by 
numerous citations and awards, including the Sydney R. Vates Arts Advocacy Award, the 
Clarence Darrow Award for leading service In the cause of social justice, the Louis Lerner 
Award for outstanding civic service, and an Honorary Doctorate from DePaul University for 
his "remarkable accomplishments In the service of higher education." It is Columbia, 
however. the flourishing and universally admired college or unique mission and humanity, 
which remains his finest legacy. 
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Prolude 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
William Russo, Music Department. Chair 
Scott Hall, Jazz Studies Coordinator. Project Director 
Happy Go Lucky Local 
From The Deep South Suite. by Edward Kennedy "Duke" Elllngton 
Processional 
Caravan 
By Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
The Star Spanqled Banner, America 2001 
Composed by Francis Scott Key 
The Columbia College Chorus 
Bart Bradlleld, Director 
Arranged by Leon Allen 
Orchestrated for jazz ensemble and choir by Scott Hall 
Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson; Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music & Dance 
5 Minute Moment 
Margi Cole, Project Director 
Liz Kokes, Associate Director 
All performers are students of the Dance Department of Columbia College Chicago 
Bonnie Brooks, Dance Department, Chair 
Skyline 
By Leon Allen 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Introduction 
Sheldon Patinkin, Presiding 
Theater Department, Chair 
Presentation of Distinguished Honors 
Danny K. Davis, Congressman and Educational Advocate 
Lisel Mueller. Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
Renee Ferguson, Investigative Reporter and Community Activist 
Harold Ramis, Director and Screenwriter 
Commencement Reflectlons 
Danny K. Davis 
Harold Ramis 
Presidential Address 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, Presldenl 
Animation 
Hue 
A Film by Andrew Hodges 
Michael Rabiger, Film Department, Chair 
Barry Young, Animation Coordinator 
Annual Alumni Award for Academic Excellence 




Drop Me Off At HiJr/em 
By Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington and Nick Kenny 
Arranged by Billy Strayhorn 
Poem 
Mother Story 
By Jenni Grutzmacher 
Garnett Kilberg Cohen, English Department, Chair 
Paul Hoover, Poetry Program, Coordinator 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Alton B. Harris 
AwardlnQ of Degrees 
Presentation of Undergraduate Degrees by Gigi Posejpal 
Assistant Dean tor International Student Affairs 
Music 
Caravan 
By Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
As recorded by the Brian Setzer Orchestra 
Transcribed by Scott Hall 
Recessional 
Ready, Go 
From Toot Suite by Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
A Celebration of Artists In Human Service 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, June 3, 2001 
Each year Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding Individuals In the arts, education, politics, and pub· 
lie information, people who have engaged their great talents in important human service and whose life work 
and example embody the College's Ideals and spirit. 
Danny K. Davis 
Conqressman and educational Advocate 
Danny K. Davis, a member or the United States House of Representatives, moved to Chicago In 1961, alter 
having earned a Bachelor or Arts degree from Arkansas A.M. & N. College. He subsequently earned both a 
Master's and Doctorate degree, respectively, from Chicago State University and the Union Institute In 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Before seeking public office, Mr. Davis had productive careers as an educator, community 
organizer, health planner/administrator, and civil rights advocate. Prior to his election to Congress, he served 
on the Cook County Board of Commissioners and as a member of the Chicago City Council as the Alderman 
for the 29th Ward. Mr. Davis was elected to Congress on November 5, 1996 to represent the 7th Congres· 
sional District of Illinois. Congressman Davis sits on the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, is 
the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on Civil Service and Agency Organization, and is a member of the 
Subcommittee on Criminal Justice. Drug Polley, and Human Resources, and the Subcommittee on the 
Census. He also sits on the Committee on Small Business and its Subcommittees on Workforces, Empower· 
men!, Government Programs and Tax, Finance, and Exports, and is the Regional Whip ror the Midwest Region 
of the Democratic Caucus. Congressman Davis has been a leading advocate ror education Issues In the 
United Stales House of Representatives. Columbia College Chicago is a proud recipient of his dedication to 
higher education, particularly to minority students within the State of Illinois, and his strong support of the 
College's Freshman Retention Program. The Congressman Is also a promoter or the arts, and his sponsorship 
of the Center for Black Music Research has been critical to its ongoing success. 
F'or your unwavering commitment to education, we are proud to bestow upon you the honorary degree of 
Doc.tor of Humane Letters, Honorls Causa. 
Presented by Or. Warrick L. Carter, President, Columbia College Chicago. 
Llsel Mueller 
Pulitzer Prize~winninq Poet 
Llsel Mueller is the author of seven award-winning books of poetry. Her most recent volume, Allve Together: 
New and Selected Poems (1996), was awarded the 1997 Pulitzer Prize and has been described as possessing 
"such power and authority that this collectlon ... ls cause for celebration." Ms. Mueller was born In Germany, 
the daughter of teachers who Immigrated to the United Slates In opposition to Hitler's fascism. She earned a 
Bachelor of Arts In sociology at the University of Evansville and did graduate work In comparative literature 
at Indiana University with an emphasis on folklore and mythology. In addition to the Pulitzer, Ms. Mueller 
is the recipient of a National Book Award for her collection. The Need to Hold St/II (1980); the Lamont 
Poetry Selection of the Academy of American Poets for her volume, The Private Life (1976); and the 
Cart Sandburg Prize for Waving from Shore 0989). Ms. Mueller has also received the Emily Clark Balch Prize, 
the Eunice Tietjens Memorial Prize, the Enqllsh·Speaklng Union Prize, the Jacob Glatsteln Translation Award, 
the Theodore Roethke Prize, and a Pushcart Prize. Her work has appeared In major literary journals and In 
numerous anthologies and textbooks. She Is the translator of four volumes of German poetry and fiction. 
Ms. Mueller has been a visiting writer at a number of Institutions, Including the University of Chicago and 
Washington University in St. Louis, and has taught al a number of graduate and undergraduate writing 
programs. 
For your powerful insight and your dedication to words and the power of language, we are proud lo bestow 
upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters, Honorls Causa. 
Presented by Paul Hoover. Faculty, Columbia College Chicago English Department. 
Renee ferquson 
Investigative Reporter and Community Ac/fvist 
Award-winning investigative reporter Renee Ferguson is a JO-year veteran of broadcast journalism. 
Throughout her career she has covered local, national, and international stories documenting the human 
Journey with a unique storyteller style that combines a search for facts and the faces behind them. 
Ms. Ferguson's reports have led to many awards for Journalistic excellence, including six Chicago Emmys and 
Columbia Unlversity·s Du Pont, the nation's highest award for broadcast journalism. She has also won the 
nationally respected Gracie Allen Award for Investigative reporting on Issues relating lo women. The 
Associated Press has honored her for best feature reporting, as well as for best commentary; the National 
Association of Black Journalists honored her with Its best reporting award; and the University of Chicago 
granted her the Benton Fellowship. This year, Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government honored 
Ms. Ferguson's work. naming her a finalist for the Goldsmith Award for investigative reporting that causes 
change in Amerfcan government. She will also be honored this year by the American Civil Liberties Union for 
her work reporting on civil and human rights issues, and has been named a role model for Journalists by the 
Columbfa Journa/fsm Review in New York. She has won hundreds of local and civic awards for her contrlbu· 
tlons to the community, but it Is the work underlying the accolades that Ms. Ferguson says is most Important 
to her. Her investigations of local, state, and federal government have resulted in significant change. She has 
exposed sexual harassment at a local Ford Motor plant in an undercover Investigation. She has uncovered 
allegations that innocent African-American women were being targeted for strip searches by U.S. Customs 
Inspectors. Her reports have consistently led to lawsuits. federal Investigations. and significant policy 
change. 
For your unwavering commitment to community service, your dedication to fair and ethical standards, and 
your tremendous impact In the field of investigative reporting, we are proud to bestow upon you the hon· 
orary degree of Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa. 
Presented by Madeline Murphy Rabb, Trustee, Columbia College Chicago. 
Harold Ramis 
Director and Screenwriter 
Harold Ramis Is celebrated tor his unique talents In writing, directing, producing, and acting, having lent 
his expertise to many of the most successful comedies ever made. A Chicago native, Mr. Ramis began 
as a member of the Second City Improvisational theater troupe In 1969, and in 1974 moved to New York 
to co·wrlte and perform in the National Lampoon Show with fellow Second City graduates John Belushi, 
Gilda Radner, and BIii Murray. By 1976, he was the head writer and a regular performer on Canada's 
much attlalmed S.C. T. V. Mr. Ramis' Hollywood breakthrough came In 1978 when he co·wrote National 
Lampoon's Animal House. Slnce then his Impressive list of successes has Included such comedy clas-
sics as Caddyshack (co-writer and director), National Lampoon's Vacation !director), Stripes (writer and 
actor), Ghostbusters (actor). and Ghostbusters II !writer and actor). His more recent directorial efforts 
Include Groundhog Day, Multlpllcity, Analyze This, and Bedazzled; he has appeared In numerous films 
including Baby Boom, Stealing Home, and the Academy Award-winning As Good as it Gets. He received 
the British Comedy Award and the British Academy Award In 1993 for Groundhog Day and the 
American Comedy Award for Analyze This In 1998. Four of his films were named to the American Film 
lnstltute's list of the 100 Greatest Comedies of the Century. Mr. Ramis received his bachelor's degree 
from Washington University In St. Louis and returned there In 1993 to receive an honorary Doctorate of 
Arts. 
For your tremendous impact in the world of fllm, we are proud to bestow upon you the honorary degree 
of Doctor of Arts. Honoris Caus.a. 
Presented by Marcia Lazar, President, Columbia College Chicago President's Club. 
• 
A Record of Recoqnltions• 
1964-2000 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 1995 Victor Skrebneskl Photoqrapher and Artist 
States House of Representatives 1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 
2001 John Szarkowskl Curator, Photohistorlan, People 
Writer, & Photoqrapher 1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Drivlnq Force Behind 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate Social Progress In Chicaqo 
of Education 1995 Eugene c. O'Anqelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 
2001 Lise! Mueller Pulitzer Prlze·wlnninq Poet In the Communications Industry 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
Community Activist the United States 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of 2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Entertainer Contributor In the rleld of the Arts 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 
Prime Minister or The Republic Children 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist. Businessman, of Namibia 
Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of and Son ol Chlcaqo 1994 
2000 Robert V. Remlni Scholar and Teacher Justice 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent film 1994 Reverand John T, Richardson A Chicago 
Leader In Higher Education 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr, Markel Researcher 1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher, and Social 
and Corporate Leader Reformer 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our 
Champion of Women Generation 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr, Empowering the 
Etta Moten Barnett Staqe and FIim Disadvantaged Through the Aris 1993 
1999 Sherman J oseph Alexle, Jr. Storyteller, Performer. and Arts Educator 
Poet, and Voice of Truth 1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 
Directors, Chlcaqo Public Library 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope tor the 1993 Rlqoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize 
Children Winner 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership In 1993 Jane Alexandro!! A Prime Contributor to 
Business and the Arts the Success of Columbia College 
199B WIiiiam Warfield Magnificent Voice of lhe 1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
Century 1993 Cokle Roberts Senior News Analyst, 
1998 David Henry Hwanq Truth·teller for Our National Public Radio 
Times 
1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and 1992 Mathilde Krlm Medical Scientist and AIDS 
Inspiring Activist Crusader 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 
first Lady of the City of Chicago 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic James w. Compton Champion of Racial 1997 
Director, The Negro Ensemble Company • Equality 
1991 Helen Valdez President. Mexican Fine Arts 
1996 Irv Kupclnet A Man, a City, an Era Center Museum 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering 1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, ces 
Investment Leader Television Stations 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Maqic, 1991 WIiiard L. Boyd President, Field Museum of 
and Dreams Chicago 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 1990 faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 1984 Vietor Navasky Editor, The Nation 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer Maqazine 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate for Peace, City of Chicago 1 
1985 1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian Representative to U.N.I.C.E.f. 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President. Family rocus 1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary filmmaker 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 
1988 1982 Helen Caldleott Peace Advocate 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 1982 Sherry Lansing President. 20th Century 
University, Boston fox 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 1982 Luis Valdez Writer, Director and Producer 
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" GIiiespie Jazz 1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 
Trumpeter 1982 Garry Wills Columnist 
1988 WIiiiam Julius WIison Sociologist 1981 franklin A. Long Scientist 
1988 Ardis Kralnlk General Director, Lyric Opera 1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist 
of Chicago 1981 Michael Caeoyannls Film Director 
1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President. NBC 1981 Marilyn F'rench Writer 
News 1981 Georqe McGovern Statesman 
1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, field 
Social Service Administration foundation of Illinois 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 1980 Harry Weese Architect 
1987 Margaret Burroughs founder, Du Sable 1980 Lois WIiie Journalist and Pulitzer Prize 
Museum Winner 
1987 lrvfng B. Harris Distinguished Contributor 1980 Ronald WIiiiams President, Northeastern 
to Human Welfare lllfnois University 
1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 
Agriculture 1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 
1986 fred friendly Broadcast Journalist and 1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
Educator 1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 
1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 
1954 and Peace 1962 
1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 
TransAfrica 
1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 
1986 WIiiiam ford United States Congressman 1978 
Abby Mann Televis,on and Film Writer 
1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic 
1978 Addle Wyatt Labor Humanist 
Scientists 1978 
Carlos Chavez Composer·Conductor 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Dally 1977 
Oriana fallael Journalist 
1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 
News 
1985 EIieen Southern Music Historian 
1977 Marfa Martinez Potter 
1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WfMT, Inc. 
1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer. Fllmmaker, 
1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien 
and Writer 
Diplomat and Writer 1977 
Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist 
1984 WIiiiam Appleman WIiiiams Historian 
1976 John Hammond "Columbus" of American 
1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician, and 
Music 
founder of the Modern Jazz Quartet 1976 
Roman Vlshnlae Biologist and 
Microphotographer 
1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator. 
and Writer 
1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic 
1976 Ed Bulllns Playwrlqht 
1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre of 
Harlem 
1975 "Brlcktop" Entertainer 
1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer 
1975 Georqe W. Bonham Edltor·ln·Chief, Chanqe 
1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize·wlnnlnq 
Reporter 
1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Dlstlnquished Lawyer 
1974 Ivan Albright Artist 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer 
1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 
1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 
New York Times 
1973 Bob Fosse Fllm, Theater, and Televlslon 
Director 
1973 Rosa Parks Montqomery, Alabama 
1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Hlgl\lander folk 
School 
1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, 
Illinois Board of Hlqher Education 
1972 Quentin D. Younq National Chairman, 
Medical Committee for Human Rights 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnott Musician 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter. New York Times 
1972 WIiiiam F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Mlnow Public Servant and 
Attorney 
1971 WIiiiam Proxmire United States Senator. 
Wisconsin 
1971 Kay Boyl• Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 
Theatre and Shakespeare festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolm X 
College. Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photoqrapher and Teacher 
1970 R. Buckmlnster Fuller Architect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party 
1970 WIiiiam M. Birenbaum President. Staten 
island College, New York 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles WIibert White Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner 
1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwlqht W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1967 Lanqston Hughes Poet 
1966 Euqene Rablnowltch Editor. Bulletin of Atomic 
Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, Actors· Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1965 Curtis D. MacOougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Enqle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
·Honora(Y Doctorates in Arts. Sc1tnct. Le-tters, Music and Humane- L~tt~rs 
Candidates for the 
. nor/,,/,.,. (1/rr/,.1, :.1,,,,,,, .//'fl/ 
Kim M. Abell Kristen H. Bahng• KevJn o. Blanchard Brooke N. Burstein• 
Marguerite M. Adragna Adam K. Bailev• Tranel 0. Bland" Diana C. Burt 
Owusu Afrlyle Shawn C. Baker• Jason M. Bleers Thomas E. Burton 
Andrea T. Aquilar• Tommy w. Baldwin• David M. Blumenthal Sizwe 8. Sutler 
Sarah M. Ahlberg• Jason A. Balhan• Sheila O. Bocchine Christopher R. Buzek 
Yun K. Ahn Alison R. Ballnski• Tasha S. Boerema Cory A. Byrd 
Nathan J. Akin• Armando Ballesteros• Sara Bogin Edwin 0 . Cabrera 
Essl R. Ala·Kokko• Ceorgina Baltazar Peter Bolema Katrina L Cabrera 
Marsha M. Albaugh Renee s. Baltsen Pauf E.Bonanno P.A. Cadlchon• 
Clara M. Alcott• Montensla D. Banks Nicole N. Bond Caitlin E. Cahill 
Catherine M. Aldrich• Michael A. Bansley David R. Bonillo LaGena C. Cain 
Dalal M. All• Nathalie L. Baranyk Evehna Bonnet Rodney W. Calhoun• 
Robin C. Aliotta Christina L Barnard Vickie L. Booker Kristle D. Cambric 
Kate J. Alpert• Kelly A. Barnes James D. Sooter Vlc-toria M. Cammon 
Maril E. Alsup Ashley E. Sarr Julia L 8orcherts• Amy S. Campana• 
Julle M. Altus Donald J. 8arrdca• Erica M. Boreczky Brandle M. Campbell• 
Eduardo Alvarez Samantha R. Sarrett Stanley E. Bounds Kimberly M. Campbell 
Jose R. Alvarez Benjamfn R. Barrows Paul J, Bourgeois Rebecca K. Campbell• 
Mark A. Amos· Saleem J. Barry• Jalan• N. Boyd Scott P. Campbell 
Marina K. Anar9irou Christopher 8. Bartels Mia V. Boyd• Sharon D. Campbell• 
Caroline S. Anderson Robert M. Bario Margaret P. Boyer Tamika L Campbell 
Kelly•Rae M. Anderson Jennifer R. Basden Gregory C. Brace Andrew 8. Camplln 
Keri A. Anderson Jamal S. Bashir Nicole M. Braclk Khaliah M. Canady 
Keri L. Anderson Timothy R. Bass Tiffany D. Braxton Christian J. Capo 
Kristina L. Anderson• Jason Bazemore John C. Brearley Carmen E. Capotosto• 
Nathaniel E. Anderson Cory D. Beal Sean P. Brennan Velvelte C. Cardwell 
Sarah M. Anderson• Donna Becerra Scott D. Briggs• Charles M. Carlson 
Marta Andrade• Aaron J. 8eierre Andrea M. Brock• Victoria A. Carrier 
Jennifer A. Aparo John A. Bell Taylor R. Brode• Kathleen Casale 
Anthony M. Ardulno WIiiiam H. Bell " Gregory R. Brookens Amy K. Cascio 
Anthony Arellano Michael S. Bellinger• Leah c. Brookens George J. Cassidy 
Laura M. Arlt· Thais M. Beltrame MarJza V. Brotoner Tom 0. Cassllnq 
April C. Arnold Amanda M. Bengston• Mark V. Brown Paul R. Castelli• 
Robert H. Arnold Drew A. Bennie• Mlchelfe H. Brown Gina M. Castellon!• 
Stephanie J. Arnold Mary P. Bentel Sara J, Brown Antonio Caston 
Selcuk K. Arsan John Berger • Daniel S. Broyles• A1ic:e E. Catalano 
Jeremy M, Arth• Richard A. Bernales John H. Bruder• Rocco G. Cataldo 
Nektarlos J. Arvanitis• Paul R. Bernbom• Oawnn M. Brumfield• Sabrina C. Cavins• 
Erica R. Ashburn Carlos Berrout Derek R. Brummet Gabriela Cerda 
Jena L. Asta Catherine J. Berry Jennifer K. Buchheit Maritza Cervantes• 
Kathy K. Atwater Ellen E. Berry Marc 8. Buhmann Margaret Chacon 
Emily C. Atwood Brian M. Berta Sean D. Bulno Thakorn Chaihlrun 
Wlng·Sze Auyeung• Diana L. Betout Rachel L. Buntlnq Eric R. Chaleff 
Edward Averette Katherine A, Sieszk Amee Buono• Shabnam Chamanara 
Lana Ayakhan Anqela M. Blldncion1• Stephani A. Burditt Jon F, Chamberlain 
Amy E. Azzarito• Jennifer J. Siver Cedric F. Burks Gabriel A. Chan· 
Graham A. Baclagon• James BtachM Jr. Venessa S. Burns· Prema S. Chandrathil 
Mollie M. Bady• Caitlin M. Blackwell" Dennison Nicole Chaney 
Jong J. Bae• Martin M. Blair• Joshua Burns Carl J. Chavez 111• 
Soo H. Cheon Kenneth R. CzechanskJ• Antonio L Dums Anna V. Fong 
Cralq H. Chesnofl Mark K. Dahl· Anne C. Dutro Kathleen M. Ford-Smith 
Gerry K. Chin" Lenora M, Dalley Kathleen P. Eaton Elisa C. Ford 
Eileen ChlnQ Ale,c G. Oamarjlan Lewis S. EbMhardt Julie A. Ford 
Patrick C. Chlzeck Tony G. Damarjian Stephen A. Eck Veronica J. Foreman 
Marla A. Chladek" Mary B. Damp!• Cary L. Eckard Jr.• Jennifer L. Fortney• 
Hee-Sung Choi• John F. Dandridge Matthew H. Egleston Tawana M. roster 
Su G. Chol Amy M. Dante! Srldqet E. Ehmann• Lvnette E. Fowler 
Wenq Yee Chong-- David O. Daniels Cristy A. Ehrmann Quentin l, fo,cworth 
Michael L Chorney Concetta N. Dattilo• Eric S. Elchelberqer Marc·Alan Frankowski 
Leticia M. Chrlstopherson• Blanca J. Davis Stacy L. Elqenbauer Victoria A. Fratto 
Hae·Rlm Chung frank R. Davis Oouq 0. Eisenhauer Lorena A, Free 
Jae w. Chunq Lee H. Oavls• Kenneth P. Elka Kevin C. Freese 
James A. Ci6no Jaime R. Dawkins Anish G. Elam Joann C. Freidhof 
JIii M. Ciciora· Maria De la Torre• Erin C. Elder Christine E. Frey 
Jennifer L. Cieminski Zachary S. Dean• Petter A. Eldin Karen M. Frick 
Chrlstme M. Cikowski Chad J. Oeininqer Erik P. Elliott• Mava E. Friedman 
Mark A. Clark Julie H. Deja Mario 0. Elliott John D. Frier 
Yvette R. Clark Jason 0. Dempsey'" Drake R. Ellis Michael F. fries• 
Christina L Clemons Joseph H. Denk Patrice L. Ellls Lindsay C. Frkovlch' 
Deidre D. Clifton• Susan M. Devries• Tealla A. Ellis• Crystal R. rry 
Daniel T. Coqllanese Benjamin W, OeHaven Alicia C. Emmrich" Marla Jasmin 1. Gabriana 
Marc:: I. Cohen Gina N, Deluca Heather L. Emory Kato R Galanlha 
Eugene L. Cohill Desiree o. OeMars• Michael s. Endicott Luz M. Gallardo 
Scott R. Cohn· Jeffrey E. DeTella Jeffry A. Engert Marcela Gallo•Cabrera 
Brendan G. Cote• Armand A. Diab" Marla D. Eppes• Adriana J. Galvan 
Andrea B. Colleran• Jennifer A. Dickerson Juan G, Estrada Anthony J. Galzln 
Matthew Collinqs Patricia A. Dieball Jennifer L. Etchison Ricardo Garay 
Carolyn N. Colllns• John T. Dix Amy M. Ewaldt• Alejandro Garcia· 
Lashawn o. Conner David P. DIGangl Erin E. ragan Aubrey L. Garcia 
Dina M. Connolly• Heather M. DISalvo Follcla O. Falk Jose V. Garcia 
Eric J. Constanzo Daniella D]ord]evlc Jennifer C. Falk Luis F'. Garcia 
Patrick A. Conteh Mark A. Dodge• Atlson Fancher Marta M. Garcia· 
Andrew C. Cooper• Joey W, Oomaracki Mary R. Farmllant • Theresa v. Gates·Ross 
Anqela M. Cooper Jason w. Oonisch· Panthea Fasslhl·Rad'" Melissa L. Gates 
Berri L. Cooper Erllne Dorcy Wendy E. Faucher Joy M. Gathings 
Eric E. Cooper Nadine M, Dorin Daniel 0. Feeney• Christopher O. Gavazzonl 
Raphael D. Copeland Kristina R. Doti Sean M. Fennell Sanford E. Gaylord 
Kevin P. Cosgrove Ona]o A. Douglas Eric D. fenster Daniel T. Gerdes• 
Jennifer L. Courtney Amy A. Downev Jeremy S. Ferguson• Mellnda J. Geurlnk' 
James Crane IV Erin E. Dreese• Alma R. Ferrel Sabina A. Ghebremedhln• 
Thomas P. Creedon~ Rachel E. Ou Mont Heather E. Fiene Joseph F. Glametta 
Bradley R. Creiqhton'" John A. Dubuc John T. Flqtel Constantine J. Glaouris 
Frances D. Crenshaw Brandy M. Duff ala Geoffrey A. Fingerhut- David G. Gibbons 
Emily S. Cresswew Matthew R. Oulven• Taryn C. Finn• nmothy o. Gibson• 
Richard M. Cribaro Jennifer G. Duke Phoebe r,sher Damien R. GIii 
LaTonya Croff Brian A. Dukes RaShawn D. Fitzgerald· Kimberly M. Gillespie• 
Kathryn L. Crum• Monica E. Oun Brigid C. Fitzmaurice• Laverne C. GIils 
Tyrrell H. Cummings Rita Dunham Dean T. Fitzpatrick Jason G. Gilmore-
Brendan R. CurrQn Keith w. Dunkerley• John W. Fleck Kevin S. Gimbel 
Stefanie M. Curtis• Coria T. Dunlap Adero T. fleminq Jason R. Glaser 
Daniel R. Custer Thomas H. Dunlap Michelle Flores Lauren R. Glass• 
Michael L. Czaszwicz Luis A. Duran Kristen A. F'olzentoqen• Trisha A . Glazik• 
Adam G. Glick Salena H. Hanrahan• Nathan M. Howe Jennifer L. Jonke 
James L. Gohrsch• Douglas P. Hansen Todd R. Hoyne Shajaunna M, Jordan 
Kip R. Gofden Kristen E. Hansen• Mikel J. Hubbard• Zachary K. Jordanov 
Aral A. Goldenberg• John H. Hanson• Dorian A. Huerta Jamie E. Jorqenson 
Heidi L. Goldman Amy E. Hapak' Jennifer A. Huffman• Darpan R. Joshi 
Ana L. Golez EJlsa L Harkins Elizabeth J. Humphrey Simonida Jovanovic 
Michelle I. Golllns Lorne C. Harris vu~Ling Hunq• Quincy T, Joyner 
Mike A. Gomez Sara J. Hasenstab Brittany M. Hunnemeder• Aviva Kagan 
Etalne M. Gonzales Tanima Hassan Tasha S. Hunt Helena R. Kagestedt 
Adriana Gonzalez Lynette A. Hasselgren• Anissa K, Hunter Junko Kajino• 
Enrique Gonzalez WIiiiam S. Hatcher Jennifer A. Hupe Auraham Katdani 
Jose D. Gonzalez Jr.• Todd P. Havern Pedro Ibarra Robert N. Kalllster• 
Lorena Gonzalez Michael C. Hawk Shu)I Ilda• Maurice J. Kalous 
Sharon K. Gorslln .. Brittany Hawker• Kayoko ljlma Alison O. Kalsbeek• 
Matthew R. Gossage• Alexander J. Hayes Eleni lllopoulos• Michael J. Kammes 
Remy E. Gossen Jasmine Hedgeman Thomas J. lmmer Jr.• Gregg s. Kaplan 
Marco A. Gottlieb• Gerard A. Heidgerken• Angefa 8. lnboden• Robert C. Karcher 
Korey M. Grace Brandle A. Helnel• Brian Ing Zblqnlew G. Kaspruk' 
Sandra B. Graff Amanda L. Heinemann Dontlen S. lnqram·Moore• Armenouhie Kassardjian 
Gretchen L. Grandt John J. Hemmer" Kristina 0. Ingram• Lara Kazarian 
Stacy C. Granlas Lloyd G. Henderson Ka Li Ip Amy E. Kearney 
David C. Grant• Sara E. Henke Carlos A. Irizarry Misty L. Keasler• 
Sheri L. Gray Max A. Herman Camille S. Irvine Stephanie M. Keating• 
Jamie M. Green• Anthony C. Herrold Joshua N. Isom• Michele L. Keaveny• 
David A. Grieco Glenda C. Hester/Searcy Jaime A. lvanelll Jennifer A. Kelly• 
NaShonna Griffin Abigail P. Hext• William A. Jaeger Kevin C. Kelly• 
David A. Grill Nicole L. Hickman Rene M. Jagiello Owenolyn S. Kendle 
Michelle M. Grimmell Florida S. Hicks Michael w. Jakubow• Bridget L. Kennedy 
Justrn T. Grfzzoffi Reml Hlgashlgaito• Colleen A. Jakubowski Matthew C. Kepler 
Aaron J. Grochowski w. T. Higbee• Alexander R. Janco• Esra F. Khalil 
Vladimir Crocic• Jason J. Hllgart Leann Jankowiak Danlyal A. Khan 
Lana D. Gross• Christopher P. HIii Marcus B. Jenkins Alisa Khongyal 
N. N. Grover• Lashawn s. HIii Mathew T. Jenkins• Ty)uan Kidd 
William J. Gruber Lori S. HIii Neel s. Jhoballa Melissa L. Kiely' 
Jessica L. Grzelak Brian R. Hinkle Karl R. Job HIiary R. Kiewit 
Anabel Guajardo Katie N. Hoban• Adam C. Johnson Wllllam R. Kllander 
Grace S. Guarte Joshua J. Hobbs Amanda J. Johnson James A. Killian--
Michael J. Guehne Sarah E. Hocklnq• Brad A. Johnson Eunfung Kim 
Alma 0. Guerra• Andrew M. Hodqes• Daniel c. Johnson• Hoon Kim• 
Tana M. Gundry• Kelly R. Hoekstra• Deborah L. Johnson• Hyeon J. Kim 
Hakki G. Gurkan Heather L. Hottman Oesa M. Johnson Hyung Hyup Kim 
Jason M. Gust Jennifer L. Hoffman• Dexter Johnson Jun H. Kim 
Kevin A. Gutteron Andre R. Hoqan II Jason P. Johnson• Scott Y. Kim 
Michael Cutwaks• Kevin w. Hoqan John C. Johnson Kayo Klmotsukl 
Sarah L. Gulick Marc D. Holliman Matthew R. Johnson• Michael S. King• 
Christopher J. Guuarde Josh S. Hollister Owen Johnson David C. Kinnard 
Kimberly J. Haack Amber M. Holst• Anjanette M. Jones• Christopher J. Klapp• 
Sarah E. Haas• Meqhan M. Honeman Carl J. Jones• Janice L. Klimek 
April D. Hall Carrin K. Honeycutt David R. Jones• Kimberlee A. Klinepeter 
Phillip M. Hall Elin J. Hoppeler• Matthew M. Jones• Natalie L. Kling• 
Garrett A. Hamlin Joshua 0. Hopwood Michael A. Jones II Lisa D. Klingler• 
Louis D. Hamric Cheryl M. Horrell" Ronald T. Jones• Shawn M. Knight 
Allegra A. Handy-Madsen Ya·Ting Hou Sarah w. Jones Casie J. Knowles 
Jin s. Ko Hwa Lee Joseph A. Macchia Heather E. McCullough 
Brian S. Kochendorfer Perry A. Lee Alex Machuqin Kevin A. McCullough• 
Renata K. Komperda Soyun Lee Ernesto R. Macias Marci R. McOade 
Richard N. Kong Bari A. Lehtman• Stephen S. Mack II Phillip McOade Ill 
Kathleen M. Koop Joyce E. Leksa Timothy M. Macklin Paulina M. McFarland• 
Michael J. Kopera• Jessica E. Lenard• Anthony E. Maffei Brian A. McGee 
Evonne I. Kosaklewlcz• Nathan W. Lenkowski• Andrew M. Maggio• Brian M. McGowan 
Amy M. Koukal Elizabeth A. Leone'" Adrianne 0. Magness• Patricia S. McGowan 
Samantha J. Kozloff Stephanie K. Leshan Jana L. Magnuson Courtney L. Mcivor • 
Kerry A, Krambeer Christopher L. Lester Bahar Maheronnaghsh Ryan M. McKone 
Michael o. Krein Tameka K. Lester Victor M. Mahler• Brenna McLaughlin• 
Katherine E. Kreke'" Jeffrey T. Levine Ann L. Malatesta• Sarah J. Mclennon 
Teryn M. Krislk Dennis R. Lewis Thakka L. Malone Tanya L. McMorris 
t<arl L. Kristiansen Keisha C. Lewis• Maria G. Mancia Delta L. Medina 
Danletle ti. Kroeger Kimberly A. Lewis• Snezana Mandzukic Erin L. MeidinQer• 
Matthew M. t<roening Rebekall B. Lewis• Lisa A. Mannina• Patrick J. Melcher 
Charles 0. Krugman Rhonda Y. Lewis Thato E. Manyothwane Lesley R. Melincoff• 
Robert A. Krums Daniel J . LeBoeuf Lisa M. Manzella Penelope L. MemoU 
Jon C. Krusell• Paul G. LeRoy• John P. Marcelo Maria C. Mendoza 
Michelle L. Kuhr Elisabeth Lidin Heather E. Marciniak• Mark John J. Meneses 
Marla B. Kukuc• Todd A. Lillethun• Ellen Marcus Kenyada M. Merrill-Cooke 
Wendy L. Kuntz Cynthia v. Lima Kevin A, Margita ltthi Metanee 
Susan Kurain Kimberly A. Linden• David s. Margolis Mia N. Meza 
Thomas J. Kusmlerz Abraham J. Linders Griffin D. Marks· Leon T. Micek• 
Michael 0. Kussmann Julie A. Lipinski Carol E. Marren· Megan L. Miceli 
Nicholas P. Kwastqroch Irina B. Llpshlts Vincent A. Marrocco Tamara L. Michael• 
Jason S. Kyrouac Matthew A. Litster Azlzi 0. Marshall Christopher M. Mick· 
Brandon S. l'Herault Tony E. Little John M. Marszalek Phlllip s. Mlhallc 
Corey 0. Labadie Cynthia E. Litts• Stephanie I. Marthakls• Kenneth T. Mlhlfrled" 
Justin L Labno Jared B. Livesey Jonathan M. Martin Valerie F. Mika 
Jewel R, Lacey Stacie A, Livingston Kristine R. Martin• Veronica M. Miklusicak 
Tamara v. Lacey Gioconda V. Lizana Nathan T. Martin• Alfred L Miller Jr. 
John R. Lagerholm" Andrea M. Lock Victoria T. Martin Claudia Miller 
Yola B. Laguna• Timothy c. Lofgren James A. Martinez Danielle M. Miller 
Andrea L. Lahti Daniel L Logsdon Mario Martinez• Jared S. MIiier• 
Kevin A. Lakin Blakely o. Long• Kenneth A. Martino• Lisa M. Miller• 
Jessica E. Laliberte• Charles R. Long Natalie M. Marynowskl· Mark B. MIiier 
Michael P. Lamantia• Lorraine M. Lonq• Karl M. Maschek Jr. Matthew A. MIiier 
Josie N. Lamberth• Wendy J. Long Virginia R. Matos .. Tim S. Miller 
Nicole M. Landing Darlene Lopez Brian R. Matras Marlon E. Millhouse• 
Llauren N. Landinqham Jeffrey G. Lopez Roy f. Maurer Carla J. Miranda 
Marjorie Lara Juan P. Lopez Andrew W. Maxwell Megan A. Mitra 
Daniel R. Larson .. Tara L. Losoff Karrie K. Maxwell Kelsi E. Moffitt 
Samantha E. Laughlin• Mary E. Lotarskl Anthony Mays Moabl J. Moqorosi• 
Amy E. Lauhoff Wllllam M. Lowe Benjamin E. Mazza Heather A. Mohler• 
Christy M. Lavalais Eryn N. Lowenstein• Todd C. Mazza• Amanda J. Molina 
Megan E. Lawless• Sarah A. Luchini Robert A. McAtee Marianne L. Mollestad 
Jessie R. LaBelle Eric W. Luchman Timothy F. McCarthy Ill Michael T. Monahan• 
Robert J. LaFrentz Erik E. Luna Leslie 0. McClellan Luis Montenegro 
Jennifer D. LaPorte Robert R. Lusln Rolanda T. McCUnton Robert R. Montgomery 
Brendan M, Leahy• Ericka 0. Lyda Sophia P. McCloskey Molly A. Moonen• 
Todd D. Leduc Michael J. Lynn Brian C. McCormick Timothy 0. Moore 
Dave M. Lee• Kelly A. Macaluso Nicholas J. McCormick• Louise C. Morgan 
David H. Morita Cynthia L. Olsen• Kimberly M. Plcur• Kathryn L Ray 
Daniel N. Morrell Dana M. Olson Lindsey A. Pigott Ted K. Reagan 
Brian J. Morrissey Kristin A. Olson• Patrick Pindiur Jeannette V. Recalde 
Thomas G. Morton Andrew 8. Olthuis• Sutthlda Pinqkarawat Tanya C. Reed 
Elana C. Mosca Kouichlrou Ono Zachary D. Piper• Joshua A. Reid" 
Bryan R. Mueller Patricia Orozco• Dorothea L. Pirlllis Kristen 8. Reisse 
Aaron J. Munoz Rebecca Ortiz Roberta J. Pochop• Daniel J. Remback 
Ana fe R. Munoz Jonathan R. Osborne Amy A. Poqore Dave L. Renderman 
Phillip S. Munoz Shigeki Otake Kevin J. Poirier· Ed Israel O. Reyes 
Lara C. Musard Robert Owczarek GregoryM.Pokarney• Mariel C. Reyes 
Alphonso L. Myers Jeff L. Owen Allen C. Pokay Veronica Reyes• 
Kirkaldy E. Myers Chelsea L. Oyler• DeSean M. Polk Chatonla C. Rhodes 
Amani N'OA Nurper Oztok• Christopher J. Polster• Mark A. Ribbens 
Leslie T. Nagy Jessica-Lynn M. Padilla Kelly L. Popejoy• Paul P. Ribeiro 
Richard T. Najor Larnell Palmer II Ronald C. Powell Jr. Thomas P. Richard 
Kimlyo Naka• Karla P. Palomo• Daniel J, Powers Sally L. Richards 
Cherie M. Napier Robert C. Parizek Julie K. Poznan• Alison J. Richmond 
Tomasz Naumowtci Boyounq Park Angela L. Prater Kathrin Richter 
Richard A. Nazal Helen H. Park Wongwit Pratyanlwate Katie L. Rienstra· 
Matt S. Neglia Jihyuk Park Keattlsak Prechanont Shane P. Riley 
Anthony J. Nehra Jessica J. Parks• Holly L. Presson James E. Riordan• 
James T. Nelson Oarian O. Pasika• Mary E. Prise Cecilla Rios 
Laurie A. Nelson• Kimberly A. Pasquesi Theresa J. Proudian Merle S. River• 
Nikolas Nemlckas Robin E. Passovoy Jamie L. Pulciani Kim N. Rizzo• 
Latoya S. Nesbitt Hardeek M. Pate1• Casey R. Pulera Christopher M. Roach' 
Keith E. Neubert• Mitul B. Patel Melissa E. Pulido Christopher L. Roberts• 
Christina A. Nichols Diane Pathleu Keith Purvis Michael R. Robertson• 
Kevin D. Nicholson• Shelley R. Patton• Victoria A. Pusch Tonja R. Robinson 
Lindsay E. Nickel Sharon L Pawluczyk• Michael 0. Putnam Leah A. Rocco 
Eli A. Nicolosi Tara M. Payne• Patrick L Pyszka Irma S. Rodeta 
Therese M. Nielsen• Kelly R. Pearson Scott J. Pytlewski Diana K. Rodino 
BesFlores Nievera Paul M. Pease Julie C. Quinn Hee-tor Rodriquez 
Rebeca D. Nieves• Audrey M. Pecott• Ramiro Quintero Marlzol Rodriquez· 
Christian R. Nightengale Kerry E. Peele Ryan l. Rabe• Michelle K. Roeder• 
Kelly J. Noah• Patricia G. Pena laura A. Radtke Julia M. Rogers 
James M. Nokes• Jillian S. Pendell Muhammad N. Ramadan Mark 0. Rogers 
Gregory J. Nolan• Makeba Pendleton Richard J. Ramazlnski• Stephanie Roman 
Matthew B. Nolan• Jason Penick Cristina Ramirez Michelle M. Rooney 
Laura M. Norieqa Cristian Perez Oanlal A. Ramirez Elaina M. Rosa 
Jennifer E. Norton• Ricardo Perez• Jose A. Ramirez Amanda 8. Rose 
Laura 8. Nosek Tony Pernell Jr. Linda M. Ramirez Denise M. Rosenfeld" 
Colin M. Nuner• Brenda Perry-Huerta• Mark S. Ramirez Mark M. Rosengren• 
Debi F. O'Leary• Amy L. Perry Monica C. Ramirez Karen A. Rossini• 
Kevin A. O'Malley Matthew A. Perry Victor A. Ramirez Peggy A. Roszkowlak 
Jennifer O'Neill Ryan A. Peters• Amelia M. Ramos Christopher A. Rowotd• 
Shawn P. O'Nelll Maya J. Peterson Dionlclo Ramos Jr. Eric Roy Jr."' 
Jeffrey R. Ocenasek• Andrew 'II. Petkewlcz• Catherine S. Randle Richard G. Rubio 
Courtney A. Oden Ganka 0. Petlechkova• Lindsay A. Randle Yaanls Rutman$ 
Fiona 0. Odumosu Geoffrey C. Petrie Gunder P. Rask Joseph J. Ruzich 
Ade Tokunbo Ogunsanya Jon P. Petto• Rebecca L. Rasmussen Kimberly A. Ryan• 
8uket Oguzoqlu Kenneth J. Pfau• Nasir Rasul Sheila M. Ryan 
early L. Oishi· Marv T. Philbin Sarun Ratanavit Kristy M. Rybarski' 
Norma J. Olivier Sparks c. Phillips• Pevawat Rattanakun Amanda M. Rybka 
Gina R. Rvmarcsuk Steve M. Sepulveda Shawn 8. Socoloff• Nykla S. Threlkeld 
Richard Z. Ryzewski Amanda G. Serafin• Robert N. Sollors Zachary A. Tlknls 
Omar Saavedra Angela L. Serna' Abel 0 . Solorio· Erik c. Tlllmans• 
Casey A. Sachen• Gwendolyn Serpa Diane Sosa Angela M. Timmons• 
James K. Sakhleh Jeff A. Sertlch Nicholas A. Sparacino Daniel L. Tlnqle 
Koren E. Salajka Filomena M. Sgaramella Herman Spencer Nicole c. Tippett 
Maggie Salama• Nehal 8. Shah Jantae f. Spencer Eric C. Toalson 
Gerald J. Saldana• Idris A. Shakoor Elois L Sprolls Denise E. Toler• 
Catherine E. Saleska" Phillip J. Shandllnq Allyson D. Squires Diana Torres 
Katayoon C. Salimi• Jennifer L Shannon LaShawn R. Stallworth Ivan A. Torres 
Christine M. samanez• Howard D. Shaw Vincente E. Stampnlck Jocelyn A. Torres 
David R. Samlan• Martina A. Sheehan• Jim S. Stanis· Nls.sa J. Torres 
Ricardo Sanchez Ronnie L. Sheridan Kelli R. Stanley Susana Torres• 
Juan A. Sancho Mal'lan E. Sherrell Timothy S. Staples Cathrynn E. Toshach" 
Melissa J. Sander Amanda G. Sherwood Mary E. stasclk Justin T. Trabert• 
L'Tanya A. Sanders Catherine M. Shikany Jason a. Stern• Daria E. Trawkowski• 
Lauri C. sanew Hadeer M. Sholkamy Mark D. Stern• Manuel C. Trejo• 
Thulani Sankoloba Heather J. Shouse• Karley S. Stewart• James K. Trevenen 
Angelica Santoyo Rebekah N. Sibio Patricia C. Stewart Alan B. Trubow• 
Nateampai Sarakosass• Eric: H. Siegel· Anna K. Stojowski• Andrew R. Trujillo" 
Stephen C. Sarcona Jill N. Siemlenas Michael A. Stoklasa Cuong v. Truong 
Lisa Sarmonpal• Sharon SIiber Daniel J. Story Momoko Tsutsumi~ 
Peter W. Saso Jr. Donicio B. Sliva• Christina L. Strauss Alysa L. Tucek" 
Ryoko Sato Christina M. Sllvestris• Michael J. Strecker Kelly o. Tucker 
David 0. Sauer Melissa L. Simo• Arlene V. Strong· Stefanie R. Tyler• 
Thomas E. Savarino• Caroline C. Simonson Joseph R. Strybel' Della Tyson• 
Paul F'. Scarlato• Brian D. Simpson• Bethany J. Stubbe Aki Uenaml• 
Adina S. Scheer laura H. Simpson Joey Styles Maura K. Ugarte• 
Lee M. Scheier• Holly E. Slnacola Kelli N. Sullivan• Janelle L. Ukleja 
Elizabeth A. Schlater• Avigayll Sinqer Daniel J. Suoml Roland Ulanovsky 
Sarah J. Schmidlin• Gena M. Siruno Noel E. Sutcliff Emily N. Ullrich 
Jason M. Schmidt Christopher R. Sluty Mlkle Suzuki" Matthew T. Ulm" 
WIiiiam J. Schmidt Joseph P. Siwek Thomas w. Swanson Joseph J. Ulrey 
Eric A. Schmuttenmaer• Kelly L. Skaar Andrea M. Sweazy Sandra M. Unger 
Daniel T. Schrock• Ryan M. Skach Richard R. Szczepanski Charlston C. Uvas• 
Donald E. Schroeder Jr. l<erl A. Skoczen• Christopher J. Szczuckl Moses N. Valdez 
Liza A. Schroeder• Matthew M. Skonickl' Maria A. Szilagyi Charles D. Vatecek• 
Christopher J. Schulte Michael B. Slim Steven T. Szot Nathan J. Valllcelli 
Jess E. Schulte Anthony Smith Shaun H. Szymborski • Buffy M. Van Huis• 
Gary M. Schultz Brandle T. Smith Carmen A. Taglla Omar 0. Van Opstal 
Mark A. Schwartz• Brian J. Smith Chiharu Tatsumi Jennifer M. Vant 
Cara L. Sciortino Chad M. Smith• Roqer K. Tatum James 8. Vartan 
Lawr'ence A. Seats Dianne R. Smith' Daniel w. Telfer Constantina C. Vathis 
Rhea C. Seals Joseph D. Smith Bradley A. Teschner• Dallas D. Vauqhn 
Katharine E. Sealscott LaShaon K. Smith Brandy A. Teyechea Michael r. Vauqhn 
Jennifer A. Seay• LaTanya A. Smith Brldqette D. Theus• Jennifer A. Vear 
Jothan R. Sederstrom Lisa M. Smith• Antonio L. Thomas Joseph E. Veqa 
Ka,en L. Sedore• Melody L. Smith• David L. Thomas Anastasia A. Velnot 
Anna J. Seifert Raymond T. Smith Ronald L. Thomas II Michelle S. Velasco• 
Patricia L. Seiner Samara S. Smith Ruth A. Thomas Neldln E. Velazquez 
Kristina Sekullc Darius M. Smolka• Timothy M. Thomas Glorlly Velez• 
Myitl Senqstacke Deborah A. Snead Donald M. Thompson 111• Jonathan R. Vidmar 
Mln·Joo Seok Jamie M. Sobie,. Shaun O. Thompson Annie C. Vihtellc 
Karla Villa Kevin J. Williamson Addendum Mark P. Robinson 
Melissaanne C. Villanueva James S. Willis Michelle L. Schultz 
Martha Villegas Reqlna T. Willis Kenneth w. Adkins• Jason W. Shepherd 
Ricardo Viramontes• Stephanie L. Willms LaReyna L. Alcantar Jakob J. Silker 
Rosa Vitale Jacqueline C. Wilson Clara M. Alcott- Monica 0. Staton 
George S. Vtthoull<as• Jemal 0. Wilson Amber S. Anderson Carmen A. Taglia 
Steven J. Votaric• John A. Wilson Jason A. Balhan• Micah S. Taylor• 
w. J. Vonderhaar Kimberly K. Wilson• Heidi Busch Binetti• Diana S. Theodore 
Karen A. Voustros Michael T. Wilson Slzwe B. Sutler Francisco F. Torres 
Valerie V. Vucenovic Jellrey s. Witt• Lisa M. Carter Manuel c. Trejo• 
Gardiner Wade• Tracy l. Witt Suzanne M. Dado• Peter D. Trottier 
Christopher J. Wagner Debbie M. WittenberQ• Joel J. Dant Katie A. Tumbleson• 
David W. Wagner Ann E. Wohlmuth Rose M. Dempsey Julie A. Venneman 
Donald P. Walker Jonathan 8. Woldman Alison B. Oornheqgen• Kathleen A. Vlzda1 • 
Mahogany U. Walker Aaron C. Wolllnsohn• Patrick B. Dufly Laura£. Vonderhaar• 
David t. wans• Daniel L. wood Kristy Flores Ian J. Wasseluk• 
Brandon S. Wafowitz Bryce M. Woodard• Gina s. Gonzale% Dan T. Wike• 
Elizabeth A. Walsh· Laura A. Woodham Dustin C. Griesmann• Aaron Judson J. Wilcox 
Tzu·Wen Wang Brenda J. Woodland Kenneth J. Gruca Jr.• Richard X. Wilson 
Michael J. Wargo· Bryan Woodyard Andrew c. Guler Christopher M. Wiseman 
Sloan E. Warren• Laura 8. Wurz• Gulllermo Gutierrez Andrew T. Young 
Marcus 8 . Watkins James M. Wygal Nickolai E. Haldamaka 
Faydra M. Watson Ji•Eun Yang• Catherine M. Haremski• 
Robin 8. Watson Soo•Jung Yoo• Calvin £. Harvey 
Angela M. Webb KyungAh Yoon• Stephanie M. Haynes 
Darryl Webber• Glenn J. Yotti• Joshua S. Hlrsen 
Jeflrev A. Weber Amy E. Young Jesse B. Homan• 
Georgeann R. Weisman Robert H. Young Jr.• Amy L. Horsting 
John w. Welch Booker T. Youngblut! Riva R. Jernigan 
Jellery D. Welsh Josette E. Youssel Vanessa M, Johns 
John M. Welty Lucila Yzquierdo Suhail C. Khalil 
Howard 0. West Jr. Deborah K. Zanlolo· Michael S. King• 
Steven R. West Monica G. Zaraqoza• Tomasz J. Ko)l.ocinskl 
Bryan M. Whalen• Dietrich M. Zelqler Joshua M. Kure 
Noel K. Wheeler• Kelly A. Zenker Kristine A. Kuznicki• 
Adam J. Wheelock Samantha K. Zidek Evan D. Lange• 
Ryan D. White• Thomas Z. Zidron Tameka K. Lester 
William E. Whit .. Chris E. Zimmerman Kristin J. Lusin 
John J. Whiteley Paul G. Zimmerman• Andrew M. Maggio• 
Pete J. Wiese• Joscelyne Ziomek Albert C. Mayden Ill 
Aaron Judson J. Wilcox Daniel S. Zolnierczyk Ryan T. Mccrae 
Antoinette Wilkes Muhammad U. Zuberi• Paul J. McKenna• 
Marcel A. Wilks Nikolaos D. Mitsoglou 
Anna N. Williams Daniel W. Mule 
Gel<eetah l. WIiiiams Daniel M. Neradt 
Heather N. WIiiiams Sara M, Neubauer 
Kimberly A. Will lams• Jaclyn M. Oriole 
Lena R. Williams Michael P. Oconnor• 
Natalie Williams Todd M. Paulson 
Rebecca M. Willlams• Kimberly L. Perrin 
Ross P. Wllllams Elena Y. Platonova• 
Seth I. Wllllams Kelly R. Prang• 
Vidal C. Williams• Danielle L. RIiey 
·GraouaUn(J Wl1h HOl'IOfS 
Columbia College Milcah Flowers Int erpret ation Production Crew 
Chicago would like to Cynthia Conzalez 
extend most sincere Nyqlra Grant Lynn Pcma. Cha,r. ASL· Charles Gomei, Project 
thanks to the followinq Nikki Hammer Enqlish Interpretation Producer 
faculty, statr, and stu· Monique Hampton Department Shamar Charles, Student, 
dents whose talent and David Kaouk ASL-English Department Arts and Entertainment 
hard work have made the Latonia Kimmons Students Media Management 
2001 Commencement Brenna Kyner Kim Kovarlc Program 
Celebration possible. Karina Loza Mollie M.H. Bady 
Nicholas Lutton Oesa Johnson Pre-com mencement 
Da nce Paul Luyando Amber Marince, ASL- Slide Show 
Ericka Lyta Enqlish Interpretation 
Bonnie Brooks. Chair, Lori Manby Alumna Sob Thall. Chair, 
Dance Department Veriuane McCoy Cathy Shemash, ASL· Photoqraphy Department 
Margi Cole, Project Margaret McGee Enqllsh Interpretation Jay Wolke, Actinq Chair. 
Director Anthony Myrthil Alumna Art & Design Department 
Liz Kokes, Project Emily Nott Rob Russo, Interpreter Graduating undergraduate 
Associate Director Jared Olson seniors from Columbia's 
Dance Department Maciej Padowskl Musi c visual arts programs 
Student Performets Jamie Polford credited on screen. 
Tammi Bolden Kennedy Ramojela WIiiiam Russo, Chair, 
Kendre! Brown Alex Rumsey Music Department Proqram Video 
Sandra Brown Oonna Sajna Scott Hall, Jazz Studies 
Rachel Carpenter Michelle Schultz Coordinator, Sara Livingston. Faculty, 
Sandra Celkyte David Showalter Project Director Television Department, 
Veronica foreman Marqo Simmons The Columbla Colleqe Video Producer 
Paul Garcia Bethany Thomas Student Jazz Ensemble John Beyer, faculty. 
Molly Grimm Latoya v~n der Veer Leon Atlen Television Department, 
Jaime Klmllng Devin Vassar Nick Alvarez Video Editor 
Helen Litsoqlannls Joseph Villarreal Alison Bellev111e Justin Krohn, Student 
Gracell llm Sophia White Chris Devine FIim Department. 
Jennifer Lukowski Slnetra Witherspoon Shujl Ilda Video £ditor 
LaMisha Readus Aaron Krueger 
Jami Roane ~eatured St udent Corey Mahmud Sound Reinforcement 
Oenise Rosenfeld Work Mike Matrasko 
Vershawn Sanders Jose Ormaza Jack Alexander, faculty, 
Leon Allen. Composer Rene Paccha Sound Department 
The Columbia Coll ege Jenni Grutz:macher. Poet Matt Sabo Sound Students 
Chorus Andrew Hodges, Dan Saura Tom Chrastka 
Animator G•len Sjostrom Oscar Davila 
Bart Bradfield, Director Gerrick Smith Chris Huether 
Alllson Bates Brandon Rizzo Tony Mtccolis 
Emily Cook Tony Romero Chris Polster 
Kevin Cosgrove Chris Roudabush Rebecc• Slblo 
Lisa Coy Matt Ulm Don Trinco 
JIiiian Dachman Malt Wel ty 
Edmund Davis Paul Zimmerman 
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